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Weeding the Circulating Collection
at Bailey Library
A library can be likened to a garden. Most
gardeners enjoy planting seeds and watching
them grow into beautiful flowers and
vegetables, but weeding is also a necessity.
Getting rid of weeds enables the flowers and
vegetables to be healthier and be seen more
clearly. A library, like a garden, needs periodic,
systematic weeding. Getting rid of obsolete
and worn out books enables patrons to find
the relevant books more swiftly and with less
frustration. Because weeding is, for most, a less
exciting aspect of collection management, the
trick is to make it as convenient as possible for
the librarians involved.

accidental gaps being left in the areas being
weeded. As the SA goes through the stacks
he checks each book to see whether it has an
earlier date than our target copyright date (for
example, this summer the target copyright date
given was 1970 – thirty-five years ago) and
whether its last circulation was more than ten
years ago.The target copyright date will depend
on the area of the collection being weeded: for
example, books on computer science become
obsolete far sooner than books on literature.
Only if it meets both the copyright and last
circulation criteria will he put it on a book
cart for consideration by librarians.

Over the past several years the weeding process
at Bailey Library has undergone significant
changes. In its latest format I believe that the
process is user-friendly, efficient, and contains
necessary checks and balances. It is not
something we came upon overnight – rather,
it was the result of the interplay of hands-on
experience and periodic insights on how to
make the process better and simpler.

The SA then wheels the cart back to the
circulation desk and enters information from
the books on a computer spreadsheet. The
librarians create a discreet computer folder
for each semester’s section of weeding. Inside
the folder there is a blank master template file
the SA copies each day he has books to enter.
To prevent the corruption of data and insure
individual accountability, each new file the
SA makes is given a name using the following
format: YY-MM-DD SA’s Name (ex. 05-1028 Joe). This also has the advantage of assuring
chronological and, hopefully, call number order.
The spreadsheet itself is set up in “landscape”
format and has the following cell headings: title,
author, copyright date, call number, barcode,
and year of last circulation. Once the book
data has been entered on the spreadsheet the
librarians look at the books during the next
24 hours and decide (by tipping on their side)
those they believe should be retained.Those to
be retained will have their data made bold on
the spreadsheet by a librarian. At that point all
the books will be temporarily reshelved.

Bailey Library is currently nearing its maximum
holding capacity of approximately 100,000
volumes, so ongoing weeding is absolutely
essential. The circulating collection has been
divided into fifteen sections of approximately
equal shelf space for purposes of weeding. Each
of these segments corresponds to a specific Fall,
Spring, or Summer semester during a fiveyear weeding cycle. By systematically going
through these fifteen segments the entire
circulating collection (excluding children’s
fiction and non-fiction) can be weeded within
a five-year period before the process begins all
over again.
I have found it beneficial to have just one or
two meticulous student assistants (hereinafter
SA) routinely help with the weeding in order
to ensure accountability and minimize mistakes.
The SA’s role is extremely mechanical. Each
day he looks at a folder containing a Circulating
Collection Analysis sheet containing columns
for date of weeding, SA’s name, starting call
number, and ending call number.This prevents

When the semester’s call number stopping
point has been reached the spreadsheet
files should be purged of the bolded titles
since these titles are being kept. Only the
weeding candidates will then remain on the
spreadsheets. The call numbers in question
should be analyzed to see to which academic
departments they correspond. Sections
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ABSTRACT:
The weeding process used at
Nyack College’s Bailey Library
involves a year-round, piecemeal
approach during a five-year cycle.
The weeding of the circulating
collection involves roles for
student assistants, librarians, and
teaching faculty, and is designed to
be user-friendly and yet contain
necessary checks and balances.

Getting rid of

obsolete and worn
out books enables
patrons to find the
relevant books more
swiftly and with
less frustration.
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We have found

that the department
chairs appreciate
this approach
because it demands
relatively little of
their time and does
not entail a face-toface meeting, yet
gives them an
integral role (and
a veto) in the
weeding process.

corresponding to specific departments should
be sent to the department chairs in question.
Each department chair will be asked to initial
or highlight any titles he or other members of
his department want retained, and he will be
given a deadline of approximately two weeks
for returning the section to the library. Books
that each department wants retained should
be retained, and their titles will be removed
from the spreadsheets as well. At the personal
level we have found that the department chairs
appreciate this approach because it demands
relatively little of their time and does not
entail a face-to-face meeting, yet gives them
an integral role (and a veto) in the weeding
process. The librarians like it because it allows
us to have a subject specialist vet our tentative
weeding lists.
At that point the librarian coordinating the
process should personally take the revised
version of the spreadsheet and check all the

titles still remaining on it against WorldCat.
If the total worldwide holdings of any item
number less than ten (10) copies, then the
librarian should retain the item for the sake of
posterity and remove it from the weeding list.
The next step is for the same librarian to take
the weeding list spreadsheet and go to the
stacks. He should personally pull the books
that are to be weeded. This precludes any error
from creeping in at this most critical stage, and
it provides one last chance to retain a book
that somehow “slipped through the cracks.”
One might be tempted to say this is overkill,
but I have found many a book at this point
in the process, despite all the previous steps,
that I have ended up realizing should under no
circumstances be weeded. The book carts full
of books to be weeded can then be given to
the cataloger, and he can begin withdrawing
the books from the collection.
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ABSTRACT:
Mold is a serious problem which
threatens the well-being of both
collections and staff.
Preventative maintenance and
a good disaster plan are the
most effective way of handling
mold. However, unforeseen
circumstances can infect a library;
in which case, librarians must be
able to recognize and treat the
problem immediately.
Finances can affect the manner
in which the mold is cleaned.
Librarians need to be aware of a
variety of options open to them,
as well as, a variety of resources
upon whom to call in the event of
a breakout. A low budget process
is presented as an alternative to
professional remediation services.
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Mold is a fungus of which there are thousands
of types. As mold only grows on organic
surfaces, and it loves paper and glue, books are
often victim to it. Some molds are beneficial
to people and the environment; although,
many are not. Oftentimes mold is allergenic or
even toxic. Mildews, mushrooms, and rusts are
other types of fungi. Active molds can appear
in any color: gray, white, black, red; color is not
necessarily indicative of toxicity. Often these
molds are furry, slimy, damp, or web-like in
appearance and emit a mildew odor. Inactive
mold while dry, can also be toxic.
Librarians need to be knowledgeable about
mold even if they are not preservationists,
mycologists or industrial hygienists. Mold and
mildew can be hazardous to the life and health
of library collections and the people who serve
and use them. Mold eats paper and accelerates
the deterioration of books and other library
materials. Causing severe allergic reactions,
asthma, long-term illness and even death as in

the case of Legionnaire’s Disease, mold must
be taken seriously. The ability to recognize
mold, knowledge of the hazards, constant
surveillance of the collection, and action plans
are necessary precautions.

Symptoms
Two weeks after I began a new job as Library
Director, at Winston-Salem Bible College,
I encountered a serious mold infestation in
the library. In October 2003, following a
particularly rainy, hot, and humid summer,
mold was discovered dripping from metal
shelves and coating book covers connecting
their spines by web-like, gray, fuzzy tentacles.
A musty odor permeated these ground level
book stacks. The air was stale and dark and
had not been air conditioned in at least three
years. There had been no librarian during that
time, and like many institutions, this institution
thought it was saving money by shutting off
the air conditioning during the hot months.

